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Accessories

Accessories

Glow In The Dark

Glow In The Dark

Glow In The Dark

These Q-Workshop glow in the dark elven
dice are probably the coolest glow in the
dark dice you will see. In the light they appear as a standard 7-dice set of black dice
with white numbering and eleven designs
drawn on the faces of the dice. But turn off
the lights and the numbering and designs
glow with a green light. When the lights go
out the dice will glow very brightly at first,
and the glow will fade slowly over time. We
will carry this product in green,blue,yellow,
and red.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-001
Price $20.00

An amazing glow in the dark phone case
that will help you out at night. We will not
only carry this product in blue but as well
in pink,red,yellow,purple,and orange. It fits
perfectly for iPhone 4s, 5, & 5C and not to
forget Samsung Galaxy users!

This beautiful ruffled tutu is approximately
10” in length. One size fits most. We will
carry this product in blue but as well in
green,pink,red,purple, and orange.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-003
Price $17.00

Light up

Twilight

Elven Dice

Button ring

This white plastic button ring may look like
nothing too special but when you click the
button on the side it lights up a bright blue
color! Great for party favors and dance floor
give aways.We not only carry this product
in blue but we also carry it in red,green,p
ink,purple,orange,and yellow. This battery
powered LED blue button ring. Batteries are
included and installed.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-004
Price $2.00

Phone

Tutu

An Glow in the dark earrings with handmade bead additives added to cage pendant and silver plated rings and hooks. The
handmade material inside brass cage will
hold a charge for some hours after being
left in the light for a few minutes. It prefers
real sunlight or UV light but normal room
lighting will cause it to glow as well. We will
not only carry this product in green but as
well in blue,red,pink,and yellow.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-005
Price $17.00
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Slotted Eyeglass

Led Light

Up Pen

LED

Landyard

All eyes will be on you when you head out
in these red LED slotted eyeglasses. This super star look is perfect for costumes, dance
floors, give away, party favors and for just
plain FUN! With several different light settings you can mix it up as the music changes
with a click of the button. Batteries included
and installed. We will carry this product in
blue,green,purple,and orange
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-007
Price $5.00

This LED pen is definitely an attention grabber. Why have a light up pen? - You can
write in the dark if you ever need to - or just
show off by having a multicolored flashing
disco pen. COOL! It has a 1,000 hour led
bulb and batteries are included. It is a blank
ink pen and we will carry this product in
red,yellow,purple ,pink,and orange.

Enchanted

Glow In The Dark

Glow In The Dark

Rotating Multicolor

An elegant necklace during the day and an
enchanting one at night! Simply magical!
This necklace was intricately infused with
high quality pigments that will glow in the
dark for hours after being charged with a
light source. It can be recharged over and
over. The heart pendant is a little under 1
1/2 inches in length, including the loop at
the top. The pendant hangs on an 18 inch
antique bronze chain. We will carry this
product in blue, green, pink, and red.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-006
Price $17.00

Excellent for repair, crafting, and imaginative projects. High performance strength
and adhesion characteristics. Tears easily
by hand without curling and conforms to
uneven surfaces. Gives an amazing atmosphere in the room by glowing in the dark.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-010
Price $6.00

This is a paper craft max with perfect lining. It has an elastic head band that will fit
anyone. This product can be used by men
and women. We will carry this product in
blue,green,pink,and red.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-011

Rotating multi color Disco Light. Turn any
room in your home in to a dance club! This
disco light makes a perfect center piece for
any table. Dozens of color beams of light spin
around the room creating a fantastic night
club effect. Just plug it in, turn it on and add
music for an instant party atmosphere. This
Rotation multi color Disco Light features a
5” reflector globe with dozens of multi color
lenses that project the light while spinning.
This unit plugs in to any wall outlet and is suitable for medium to large sized rooms.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-012
Price $20.00

PRODUCT NUMBER AC-002
Price $23.00

Flower Earrings

Light Up

Heart Necklace

Duck tape

PRODUCT NUMBER AC-008
Price $1.35

Mask

Price $ 20.00
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LED Glow Lanyards with Clip. These Light
Up Lanyard necklaces are great for trade
shows, special events, concerts, festivals
and any other event that requires a noticeable lanyard for VIP, Backstage or Vendor
badges. LED Lanyard pendants have 3 selectable light settings including steady light,
fast flash and slower strobe modes. We will
carry this product in pink,red,purple,green,
yellow,and orange.
PRODUCT NUMBER AC-009
Price $1.00

Disc Light

Bar Products

Light Up LED

Light Up LED

Ice Cube Multi Color

The bright 8 Mode ice cubes are a fun way
to light up your drinks and your party with
all kinds of color! With their 7 different
color settings and one rotating multi color
“rainbow” setting built into each multi color
lighted ice cube you’ll never miss that color
you’re looking for to light up your event or
drinks!
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-001
Price $2.00

Cherries

A Glowing LED Cherries for your drinks and
displays! Brighten up the event or party
with this fun glow cherry! Each Light Up LED
Cherry has three light settings that include a
fast flash mode, a slower strobe mode and a
steady light mode. Bright Red LED lights inside of a fun glowing cherry designed for use
in drinks. Make a splash at your next event or
glow party with lighted glow cherries!

Bar Products

Light Up LED

Blue ice cubes

Imagine every drink in the hands of your
party goes with brilliant blue LED ice cubes
flashing brightly in the night and getting
your party cranked up!
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-003
Price $1.79

PRODUCT NUMBER BP-002
Price $1.99

Light up LED

Margarita Glasses

Start the party right with our Multi Color
Light Up Margarita Glasses! Each Lighted
Multi Color Margarita glass has 7 different
color settings plus a rotating multi-color
setting. With 8 color modes to choose from
you’ll always find the right color for your
event. All light up margarita glasses have
replaceable batteries so that you can use
them again and again. So whether you’re
mixing up some virgin Piña Coladas, getting
a pitcher of Strawberry Daiquiris on the go,
or partying the night away.

Glow in the Dark

Vinly Speed Opener

The Glow in the dark Vinly Speed Opener
is the easiest way to keep from getting lost
in the dark. This bottle opener is perfect
for home or professional bartenders and is
made of high quality Stainless Steel Speed
with a rubber vinly grip that is great for protecting your pockets!
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-008
Price $15.99

PRODUCT NUMBER BP-007
Price $2.69

Light up LED

Wine glasses

These This white plastic button ring may
look like nothing too special but when you
click the button on the side it lights up a
bright blue color! We not only carry this
product in blue but we also carry it in red
,green,pink,purple,orange,and yellow. This
battery powered LED blue button ring also
comes in a neat little white gift box and is
perfect gift. Batteries are included and installed.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-004
Price $2.69

Light up LED

Champagne Flutes

What better way to celebrate than with a
little bubbly and fun Multi Color Light Up
Champagne Glasses! Each Multi Color LED
Champagne Flute has 7 different color settings plus the color changing “Rainbow”
setting. Light up stem glasses have replaceable batteries so that you can use them
again and again.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-005
Price $2.69
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Light up LED

Martinis Glasses

Now you can have it shaken, stirred and lit
up with Multi Color Light Up Martini Glasses! Our cool Light Up Martini Glasses are
great for parties and special events of all
shapes and sizes. Each lighted martini glass
has 7 different color settings plus a rotating
multi-color setting. With 8 color modes to
choose from you’ll always find the right color for your event. All light up martini glasses
have replaceable batteries so that you can
use them again and again.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-006
Price $2.69

Light-Up

Drink Coaster

Light Up LED Coasters are a fun and exciting addition to any dining party or late night
drinking event. Available in both a color
changing multi color option or in the solid
white LED light variety. The LED Big Base color light up LED coasters are perfect for bars,
lounges and parties of all shapes and sizes.
The coaster itself is over 3 1/2” wide and will
fit most drinking glasses.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-010
Price $3.00

Glow In The Dark

Cocktail Strainer

“The Glow in the Dark Vinyl Speed Opener is the easiest way to keep your bar key
from getting lost in the dark. This bottle
opener is perfect for home or professional bartenders and is made of high
quality Stainless Steel Speed with a rubber vinyl grip that is great for protecting
your pockets! We will carry this product in
red,green,yellow,pink,and purple.		

PRODUCT NUMBER BP-011
Price $5.00
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Light Up

Serving tray

It’s time to serve up some fun with our
Lighted Serving Trays! These light up serving trays are a bright and fun way to light
up any bar, club or party setting. Each tray
takes 3 AA batteries and lights up in a multitude of red, green and blue light to create
a dazzling effect. And the light up bar trays
look even better with light up glasses! So
whether your serving up some beer at Oktoberfest, some shots at your bachelorette
or some milkshakes at your cousin’s birthday party you’ll be serving it right with our
Light Up Serving Trays!
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-009
Price $15.99

Glow in the Dark

Cocktail Shaker

The 28oz Vinyl works™ Glow in the Dark
Cocktail Shaker is a great tool for professional or home bartenders alike. This fun
shaker tin features vinyl that glows brightly
after it is exposed to just a little bit of light.
Imagine being able to easily find your shaker in a dark bar or add a little pizzazz to your
flair show. The vinyl gives this tin a great noslip grip plus the added weighted effect of
regular stainless steel weighted shaker tins.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-012
Price $20.00

Cosmetics

Cosmetics

Black Light

Hair

Extensions

Accent your hair do with these out of this
world Glow Hair Extensions! Perfect for any
glow-in-the-dark costume, these clip-on extensions are easy to use! Come in a variety
of colors and are 12 in. Long! Glow in the
dark with style!
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-001
Price $3.99

Hair Spray

Stand out in a crowd when you add colorful
highlights or transform your entire hairdo
with this black light reactive hair spray. Fun
to use for any type of events and come in
bright and glittery colors!

PRODUCT Number CO-002
Price $10.99

Glow

Glow in the Dark

Lip Gloss

Light up the night with our Glow In The Dark
Lip Gloss! Fun to use for birthday parties
and any related type of events for such use!
Our Lip Glow Gloss has a smooth and finish
gloss for kissable lips!
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-004
Price $2.99

Nail Polish

This gorgeous glow in the dark nail polish
will ignite your nails with sexy, sultry glow!
This nail polish applies smooth and leaving
your nails shiny and healthy looking.
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-005
Price $3.99

Glow In The Dark

Mascara

A new product with a new idea to provide
you unbelievable experience and convenience. This light up mascara just made
your makeup possible anywhere. Stand
out from the crowd with our brilliant glow
mascara! Come in different type of colors,
so show off the lashes you were given.
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-003
Price $4.99

Glow

Fake Eyelashes

Talk about showing off your eyes with our
beautiful color lashes by day and Exotic
glow in the dark lashes by night! Fun to use
for a costume party or any other type of
event!
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-006
Price $3.99

Temporary

Lip Tattoo

This innovative line of temporary lip appliques will keep the glitter on your lips and
out of your mouth with its smooth feel and
glossy finish. Make sure to be creative with
your tattoos and show off your lips!

PRODUCT NUMBER CO-007
Price $0.41

Glow In The Dark

Contact Lenses

These Glow Contact Lenses give you amazing glowing eyes. They look really freaky
and are sure to get noticed wherever you
go! Fun to wear in special occasions like
Halloween and other type of holidays! Be
creative and show the type of eye you were
given!
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-010
Price $6.99

Fluorescent

Glow in the Dark

Brighten up your lips with the perfect lipstick glow delivering an intense dose of color with a semi-matte finish. Not only does it
look great but it smells like a birthday cake
for even sweeter kisses!

This dark lady is positively luminous! Our
Glow in the Dark Wig features 22in long
straight white-silver hair with straight bangs
down to the eyebrows. Glow in the Dark
Wig is made of 100% synthetic fiber that actually glows in the dark — no batteries, only
attitude required! Wig cap recommended
(sold separately). One size Glow in the Dark
Wig fits most teens and adults.
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-009
Price $13.99

Lip Stick

PRODUCT NUMBER CO-008
Price $2.99

Glow In The Dark

Glow in The Dark

An This high quality Glow in the Dark cream
makeup,will give you that signature glow in
the dark coloration for unique cosmetic effects. Also black light reactive! Phosphorescent and will glow in the dark when charged
in light. It is non-toxic and easy to apply. It
has a water-soluble glycerin base, so it removes easily with soap and water. We will
carry this product in blue,green,yellow,oran
ge,red,purple,and pink.

The glow in the dark fake nails comes in
many colors and you could choose the one
you want and it would glow in the dark
making your nails look great!
PRODUCT NUMBER CO-012
Price $3.99

Cream Make Up

PRODUCT NUMBER CO-11
Price $8.00
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Wig
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Fake Nails

Glow Product

Glow Product

Glow

LED Glowing

Simply crack and shake to activate and
watch it glow. Perfect for any theme events.
Use our high quality long lasting 6’’ Glow
Sticks for just about anything. Drop in vases,
bury under glass stones and create glowing
centerpieces. Light up the dance floor with
our Red, Aqua White, Yellow, Pink, Purple,
Orange, and Blue 6’’ Glow Sticks.
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-001
Price $16.00

Magically brighten up an event with these
small glowing orbs. The 3-1/3” LED light
spheres can be programmed and set to a
range of blue, red, orange, green, yellow
or purple and give off a moon glow. There
are two buttons on the bottom. One button turns it on. It will slowly cycle through
the rainbow. The second button can select a
color. Each orb takes 2 CR2032 batteries. The
battery compartment is sealed so the floating spheres can be used in water.

Sticks

Orbs

LED Foam

Glow In The Dark

Glow In The Dark

Our LED foam stick batons are the ultimate spirit item! Each light up baton is 16
inches long, 1.8 inches in diameter, and is
comprised of 3 ultra-bright LED (red, green,
and blue) built inside a large foam stick. The
batons feature 6 different lighting options,
including a multicolored flashing sequence,
a color-changing sequence, a single-color
flashing sequence, and more. Can also be
used for any up beat events or night sports.
PRODUCT NUMBER BP-003
Price $4.99

Use our bulk packed of green blue and
red swirl 22” glow necklaces, connectors
attached, bulk packed in a tube of 50 for
theme parties and other events, hand them
out to all of your guest so light up the dance
floor. Perfect for Mitzvahs and Hanukkah,
too!

Perfect for cheering on your favorite teams
at night games or wearing on the dance
floor, too! Pick your favorite color or your
school colors and mix and match. These
8” blue glow bracelets come in a 10 pack
and make the perfect party favor and make
great loot for Halloween, too! Stylishly designed retail pack of 3 - 8” glow bracelets
with connectors.

Light Sticks

Necklace

PRODUCT NUMBER GP-007
Price $19.50

Glow stickers

Flex Glow-sticks are the most popular
Glow Sticks there are. They come in all colors such as Yellow, Blue, Green and much
more. They have small connectors that are
included with them. These connectors give
you the ability to do all kinds of cool things.
Some of the more popular connector tricks
include; Bracelets, Glasses, Ball and One
Long Glow Stick and much more!
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-004
Price $1.95

Body

Paint

Glow body paint is fun for everyone! This
paint glows in the dark and looks like regular paint in daylight. Each jar holds 1 ounce
of non-flammable, acid-free, lotion based
body paint. Perfect for Halloween costumes
or glow parties! Sold an assortment of 6
jars. Each jar contains 1 ounce (30 ml) of
paint. Caution: This product is not recommended for children under 3 years of age.
PRODUCTS NUMBER GP-005
Price $33.54
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Glow

Pigment

Get our 2 oz Bright Glow in the Dark Powder. We carry different colors such as Bright
Green, Bright Blue, Pink and much more.
Its Particle size is of 30-45 Microns. Its Extremely temperature resistant.
Latest Generation, Strontium Aluminate
Doped with Europium and Dysprosium
Its very reliable, non-toxic and environment
friendly
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-006
Price $11.00

Light Gloves

Get our comfortable and amazing glove
sets! Fun to use for any type of events such
as raves, parties, school parties and more!
Light up the night!
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-009
Price $7.45

PRODUCT NUMBER GP-008
Price $10.00

PRODUCT NUMBER GP-002
Price $4.99

Flex

Bracelets

LED

Paint

Starter Kits

Your favorite dimensional Fashion Paint
Starter Kit is here! It is now available in
trendy color palettes such as Glow in the
Dark,Neon Orange, Neon Pink, Neon Green,
Neon Blue, and Neon Yellow. It’s nontoxic,
permanent and holds true to washing after
washing! Can be used with many surfaces
including fabric, wood, glass, ceramics and
more!
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-010
Price $8.97

Techno

Light Up

Techno Bubbles contain special patented
compounds with molecules that emit visible light from an ultraviolet source. We carry 1 ounce bottle or 32 ounces for party sizes! It may cause temporary stains/spots on
various materials both under UV and normal light. Can be used at different events at
amusement parks, haunted house, parties,
clubs, and any other performances!

Transparent golden edge petals glow rose
with high intensity 4.5mm x 39mm lightstick. Its life lasting is 2 years. This is great
for kids especially little girls. We will carry
this product in purple,pink,and orange.
PRODUCT NUMBER GP-012
Price $3.00

Bubbles Blacklights

PRODUCT NUMBER GP-011
Price $14.00
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Rose

Party Supplies

Glow Seasonal

Glow In The Dark

Flashing

Take a bite out of Halloween night with
these Glow-In-The-Dark Vampire Fangs.
Plastic vampire teeth are the perfect accessory to spruce up any Halloween costume.
Turn off the lights and watch them glow
in the dark as you wear these terrifying
vampire teeth with your favorite vampire
or monster outfit. You can also hand them
out to trick-or-treaters for a truly glowing
goody.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-001
Price $3.49

The Flashing Lighted Mug has 6 LED’s that
flash in rapid sequence to create an array
of fast moving colors that make your drink
come alive. The flashing light up beer mug
also has a placement sensor located at the
base of the mug.

Vampire Fangs

Glow Holiday

Swizzle Lightsticks

Glow Holiday Swizzle light sticks. Snap and
shake for a colorful burst of holiday light!
For a Christmas or New Year’s party, these
4” swizzle light sticks give off big glow fun!
In merry red and green colors, this striped
stick will be all the rage at your kids’ winter
carnival! Drop them in stockings or add to
small wrapped gifts!
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-004
Price $12.75

Mug

PRODUCT NUMBER GS-002
Price $3.12

Glow

Glow In The Dark

Children absolutely love glow-in-the-dark
toys and will treasure these significant and
memorable Easter eggs. They are perfect
for scavenger hunting in the afternoon
when its nice and dark.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-003
Price $11.99

These signs do not need electricity or batteries to work. Just expose to a bright light
or UV light source for 5 minutes and they
will glow for at least 8 to 12 hours. Rechargeable over 10,000 times, just by exposure to a bright light source (preferably
ones with UV rays). These signs are waterproof and are manufactured to withstand
outdoor weather conditions.

Easter Eggs

Signs

PRODUCT NUMBER PS-001
Price $16.00

Glow Holiday

Christmas LED

Glow in the Dark

Glow Holiday Swizzle Necklaces. Snap and
shake for a colorful burst of holiday light!
For a Christmas or New Year’s party, these
swizzle necklaces are in fashion with the
season! In merry red and green colors, this
striped jewelry will be all the rage at your
kids’ winter carnival!.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-005
Price $4.00

Really encourage Christmas cheer this year
with this great looking set of Silver Presents
with 72 LED lights. With a blue ribbon with
silver trim they will look attractive even during the day while it isn’t illuminated. This is
a great gift idea for the season of giving,
set them up as a stack or side by side. Scatter them throughout your display. Spread
Christmas cheer the right way, with silver
ribbons and attractive LED lights.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-006
Price $50.00

This putty can be stretched, bounced, or
molded in the dark. Slippery, slimy, gooey.
Turn down the lights and this spectacular
slime glows in the dark
Available in Fire Red, Golden Yellow, Shrek
Green, Ocean Blue, & Electric Blue.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-004
Price

Swizzle Necklaces
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Presents

Slime

Glow In The Dark

Glow Sticks

Have these ready at the register at your
school store or shop. Perfect for cheering
on your favorite teams at night games or
wearing on the dance floor, too! Pick your
favorite color or your school colors and mix
and match. These 8” blue glow bracelets
come in a 10 pack and make the perfect
party favor and make great loot for Halloween, too! Stylishly designed retail pack of 3
- 8” glow bracelets with connectors.

Fun Glow Stick Glow Straws! 9 Inch Glow
Straw available in four bright colors including Green, Blue, Red and Pink. These bright
glow straws glow along the full length of the
straw and are easily activated. Brighten up
your next big glow party or lighted event
with fun glow straws!
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-003
Price $0.39

Sticky Eyes

Straws

PRODUCT NUMBER GS-002
Price $23.00

LED

Party Cups

LED Glow Party Cups are fun and exciting
8-mode frosted drinking cups with bright
LED lights. Choose from one of the 8 different light settings on this glowing party cup.
Use these fun light up party cups as lighted
tumblers for glow events, birthday parties
.Each LED Glow Cup takes 3 AG13 batteries which are easily replaceable so you can
keep using your cool glowing LED cup over
and over again.

PRODUCT NUMBER GS-005
Price $23.00
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Blacklight

Latex Balloon

Balloon Lights are a fun glow party accessory great for any type of celebration including birthdays, glow parties, festivals and
school fairs. Flashing balloon lights have Micro LED lights inside of a small sphere that
you can insert into any standard balloon.
Glowing Balloon inserts come in a variety of
five colors and have sealed batteries.
PRODUCT NUMBER GS-006
Price $5.00

Clothing

Sports

LED Light Up

Glow In the Dark

Soccer is the fastest growing sport on the
planet so get ready to keep playing into the
night with our LED Light Up Soccer Balls!
Our official size and weight LED Light Up
Soccer Balls are made of durable tough
rubber to stand up to rough playing conditions and the battery powered LED lights
will last all night!
PRODUCT NUMBER SP-001
Price $23.99

Our glow in the dark golf balls are popular
with mini golf and regular golfers alike who
love our bright re-usable glow in the dark
golf balls for their night golf tournaments.
Whether you’re putting through wind mills
on the miniature golf course at night or chipping from a sand trap, our glowing golf balls
are bright and long-lasting and specially designed to perform consistently.

Soccer Ball

Golf Ball

Glow in the dark

Jumprope

Thicker Glow in the Dark Jump Rope is Perfect for Shows & Night Demos. Our 5mm
thick glow ropes needs 2-3 minutes of
charging under sunlight to stay glow for
hours. Great ropes comes with Glow Middle Handles. Picture shown here is real and
taken under dark room
PRODUCT NUMBER SP-003
Price $4.99

PRODUCT NUMBER SP-002
Price $4.99

LED Light Up

Volleyball

Spike, Volley, Bump and Dig your way
through the night with fun Light Up Volleyballs! Play beach Volleyball well into the
night with our fun LED lighted Volleyballs just push the button to light it up! Our light
up Volleyballs are official size and weight
and have durable semi-transparent patches
that allows the light to shine through. LED
volleyballs are an excellent night sport ball
for fun with your friends or even for Volleyball tournaments.
PRODUCT NUMBER SP-004
Price $23.99

LED Light up

Football

Take it to the house all night long with our
new Light Up LED Football! Our official size
and weight glowing Football is a must have
for any backyard sporting enthusiast! Our
LED Light Up Footballs are made of durable,
tough rubber that is easy to grip and catch
and the battery powered LED lights will last
all night.
PRODUCTS NUMBER SP-005
Price $23.99
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Nike

Galaxy Socks

PLEASE READ: These are AUTHENTIC Custom Nike Elite Basketball Crew Socks, with
designs & colors inspired by elite basketball players and Nike Shoes. All packaging
is original. Each sock ordered will be different as no two socks are alike due to our
process to create the sock. Rarely some
areas of socks my have 1 to 2 small white
imperfections because of the creating process. Please look at images of socks what is
represented in images is what you will get.

PRODUCT CL-001
Price $23.00

Glow In The Dark

Glow In The Dark

An amazing piece of clothe, that will light up
your nights and make you shine ! luminous
bra, made of fiber optics fabric
inner cotton lining zip in the back fiber optics tail (can be easily removed) powered by
1.5V AAA replaceable and CR1620 replaceable batteries (included), which will light
the top for more than 30 hours the 1.5V
replaceable AAA batteries can be replaced
by standard 1.2V rechargeable batteries
(not included) a switch allows to control the
lighting of the fabric.

Children love anything that will glow in the
dark and these shoes will be no exception.
Kids can create individual designs on their
own glow in the dark shoes or give all the
bits to a friend as a unique and very cool
birthday gift!
PRODUCT NUMBER CL-003
Price $30.00

Bando Butterfly

PRODUCT NUMBER CL-002
Price $23.00

Glow in the

Glow in the Dark

Glow in the Dark

Keep your badminton game going well into
the night with these fun Glowing Badminton Shuttlecocks! Each glow in the dark
badminton birdie comes with two bright
green glow stick inserts. (each insert has a
24 hour glow duration) Glow badminton is
growing quickly in popularity and is always
a fun sport perfect
PRODUCT NUMBER SP--006
Price $2.39

Winter is upon us and to stay warm we wear
heavy clothing that includes hats (toques,
beanies etc.), Gloves, and scarves. For
some reason we wear darker clothing in the
winter and with shorter days it gets pretty
hard to be seen while waking, especially if
you throw rain into the mix. You could get
one of these funky glow in the dark hats,
you know you will be seen!!The glow in the
dark skull cap beanie can also be used for
other purposes, such as wearing it to a rave.
PRODUCT NUMBER CL-004
Price $15.00

Can you see me !!!Can you see me!!!
You certainly will with these great glow
gloves. They Charge up in normal daylight.
Then they will glow brightly for around two
hours.

Badminton Birdle

Beanie

Shoes

Gloves

PRODUCT NUMBER CL-005
Price $23.00
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Glow in the Dark

Superhero T-shirt

This is a great O-neck T-shirt That glows in the
dark. It is great for performances,clubbing,it
charges easily with sunlight or any household light. We have a different variety of superhero of your choice
PRODUCT NUMBER CL-006
Price $13.00

Order
Form:
Galaxy Glow

1401 S. Grand Avenue, Santa Ana, Ca 92705

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY,STATE,ZIP
E-MAIL
QUANTITY

ITEM#

DATE OF SALE
COMPANY NAME
DATE PAID
SALES PERSON
DESCRIPTION

UNIT PRICE

CONTACT US AT
Galaxyglow.online@gmail.com

TOTAL

SUBTOTAL
SHIPPING
SALES TAX
GRAND TAX

WE’LL LIGHT UP YOUR SHOW!
WWW.GALAXYGLOW.INFO

